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We present a new method to quantify tortuosity in the porous, LiCoO2 cathode of a Li-ion battery. The
starting point is a previously published 3D reconstruction from FIB/SEM images with three phases, the active
material domain, carbon-binder domain and pore space. Based on this geometrical configuration, we com-
pute effective diffusivities, fromwhich we in turn derive tortuosity values for the pore space ranging between
5 and 11.6 for the three spatial directions. In a next step, we compare our approach to an imaging method
that employs back-filling material. These methods do not differentiate between the carbon-binder domain
and the pore space. Thus we remove the carbon-binder domain from our 3D reconstruction and add its
volume to the pore space. As a result of this procedure, the tortuosity is greatly reduced to values between
1.5 and 1.9. Experiments suggest that both results for tortuosity are inaccurate and that the real values lie
somewhere between these parameter sets. Hence, based on experimental data, we propose a nanoporous
carbon-binder domain and derive intermediate tortuosity values between 4.2 and 6.1. These values are con-
sistent with experimental values for similar Li-ion cathodes reported previously.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Tortuosity is one of the most important parameters to characterize
a porousmedium, allowing it to be included in a macro-homogeneous
model without describing the complete, complex pore structure [1]. In
the past, the most common approach to calculate tortuosity was to
apply the Bruggeman equation [1,2] and thus express the tortuosity
τ as a function of the porosity ε:

τ ¼ ε1−α ð1Þ

α is defined as the Bruggeman exponent. It has been shown that α≈1.5
is an appropriate value to describe the pore volume of a packing of
equally sized spheres [3,4]. This value is often used in simulations to
model transport properties of Li-ion batteries. However, its accuracy
to describe the realmicrostructure has been doubted. Some researchers
have thus used higher values for α [1,5,6] or added an additional
factor γ [7,8] to adjust the tortuosity. Thorat et al. [9] also introduced
an experimental method to measure the tortuosity in Li-ion batteries
by combining AC impedance and polarization-interrupt methods.

Wilson et al. [10] employed focused ion-beam scanning/electron
microscopy (FIB/SEM) [11] to study the porous microstructure in solid
oxide fuel cells. This method was later extended to polymer electrolyte
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membrane fuel cells [12,13]. It provides the basis for three-dimensional
representations of a porousmediumby alternately removing thin layers
of material and imaging the surface. Subsequently, a segmentation
step is carried out to differentiate between pores and the solid phase.
Ender et al. reconstruct the LiFePO4 cathode of a Li-ion battery [14].
This technique was also utilized to study the LiCoO2 cathode of a
Li-ion battery by first infiltrating the sample with backfilling material
[15]. The morphology and distribution of the active-material domain,
which mainly consists of LiCoO2 particles, could be clearly identified.
This comes at the cost of no contrast and consequently no differentia-
tion between the pore space and the carbon-binder domain.

In prior work of our group, the LiCoO2 cathode of a Li-ion battery
was reconstructed from FIB/SEM images without using a backfilling
material [16]. After a subsequent semi-automatic segmentation step,
it became possible to differentiate between the three constituents:
active material domain, carbon-binder domain and pore space.

In the work reported now, we utilize this three-phase morphology
to quantify pore space tortuosity in all three spatial directions. We
compare these results to values that are calculated by methods which
do not differentiate between the carbon-binder domain and the pore
space. Additionally, we present a new tomographic method for LiCoO2

cathodes of Li-ion batteries, utilizing experimental data generated
by Stephenson et al. [17]. With this method, we derive more realistic
tortuosity values that take into account the presence of nanopores
in the carbon-binder domain which cannot be imaged by the FIB/SEM
resolution employed.
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2. Image processing

The starting point for the calculations in this work is the three-
dimensional reconstruction of a LiCoO2 cathode for a Li-ion battery
that was first published in [16]. This reconstruction is represented
as a stack of 200 images, where pore space, active material and the
carbon-binder domain are depicted by three different gray-scale values
(Fig. 1a). The intermediate gray value represents distinct and relatively
homogeneous domains that contain a combination of carbon, binder,
and nanoscale pores, as has previously been observed for other porous
Li-ion electrodes [17]. Each image consists of pixels with a resolution
of 35 nm×35 nm (x and y directions; the y direction is the through-
plane direction, perpendicular to the electrode surface). The average
distance between images is 62 nm (z direction). The total reconstruc-
tion measures 20.02 μm×18.13 μm×12.4 μm, which is equivalent
to 572×518×200 anisotropic voxels. The resolution chosen was
a trade-off between the size of LiCoO2 particles which could be
resolved and acquisition time.

Most of the calculations were performed with GeoDict [18], which
made it necessary to resample the given geometrical structure to
create isotropic voxels. This was achieved by employing the majority
wins algorithm with the software ScanIP [19] to create a geometrical
representation consisting of 646×585×400 isotropic voxels. The new
Fig. 1. a) A segmented image of the 3D representation used in this work. The three
phases can be distinguished according to their gray-scale value (active material
domain = dark gray, carbon-binder domain = light gray, and pore space = black).
b) The same image with the carbon-binder domain replaced by additional pore space.
edge length of one voxel is 31 nm. This 3D representation is referred
to as “Model A” in the following text.

Finally, the carbon-binder domain was removed by adding all its
voxels to the pore space by applying an appropriate threshold. This
created a second geometrical representation, allowing comparison
to methods which do not differentiate between the carbon-binder
domain and the pore space (Fig. 1b). This 3D representation is referred
to as “Model B”.

3. Methods and results

3.1. Pore size distribution

In a first step, we compare the pore size distributions ofModel A and
Model B. The pore size distribution is calculated by using a method first
described byDelerue et al. [20]withGeoDict [18] (Fig. 2a). The pore size
distribution of Model A peaks in the lowest pore diameter interval
investigated. As one would expect a more even distribution in the real
microstructure, this indicates that there is a considerable number of
pores that are too small to be imaged with the FIB/SEM resolution
employed. The pore size distribution ofModel B peaks at approximately
1 μm, which is well within the range of pore sizes investigated. This is
an indication that themethod iswell suited to image the activematerial
phase. When the two distributions are compared, it is evident that
Fig. 2. a) Pore size distribution of the pore space in the original 3D reconstruction consisting
of three phases andpore size distribution of the 3D reconstruction consisting of two phases,
where the carbon-binder domain is replaced by additional pore space. b) Comparison of
tortuosity values in all three spatial directions. Replacing the carbon-binder domain by ad-
ditional pore space greatly reduces the tortuosity values andmakes the results muchmore
homogeneous (Model B). Differentiating between the non-porous carbon-binder domain
and the pore space leads to the largest and most inhomogeneous tortuosity values
(Model A). Based on experimental data, we propose a porous carbon-binder domain with
a porosity of 65% which leads to intermediate, only slightly inhomogeneous tortuosity
values (Model C). Connecting lines between data points are added as a guide to the eye.
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the pores which are too small to be resolved must be situated in the
carbon-binder domain. This conclusion is supported by the fact
that nanosized carbon particles mixed with binder typically contain
pores which are much smaller than the resolution employed in this
investigation [21].

3.2. Volume distribution

The volume distribution of pore space, active material domain and
carbon-binder domain of Models A and B is determined by counting
the number of voxels representing each phase and then dividing this
value by the total number of voxels in the 3D representation. GeoDict
[18] is used as the calculation tool (Table 1).

3.3. Tortuosity

The tortuosity τ is described by:

τκ ¼ D0ε
Dκ

eff
κ ¼ x; y; z ð2Þ

with D0 defined as the intrinsic diffusivity of a substance in a gas,
liquid or solid e.g. the diffusivity of Li ions in electrolyte. This intrinsic
diffusivity is reduced to a so-called effective diffusivity Dκ

eff in a tortuous
porous structure. The tortuosity of the porous medium is calculated
as described by Becker et al. [22] with GeoDict [18] by first solving
Laplace's equation numerically with the Li ion concentration c sepa-
rately for each spatial direction:

−Δcκ ¼ 0 κ ¼ x; y; z: ð3Þ

In each case the result is a diffusion flux from which we derive Dκ
eff

with Fick's law. With Eq. (2) we finally determine τκ. For Model A, we
calculate tortuosity values between 5 and 11.6 depending on the spatial
direction (Fig. 2b, Table 1). Adding the carbon-binder domain to the
pore space (Model B) yields strongly reduced and more homogeneous
tortuosity values between 1.5 and 1.9 (Fig. 2b, Table 1). It is noteworthy
that these values for Model B best fit the well-known Bruggeman coef-
ficient of 1.5 when inserted into Eq. (1).

3.4. Modeling a nanoporous carbon-binder domain

Pore size distributions as determined by this work suggest that a
significant number of pores in the carbon-binder domain cannot be re-
solved in FIB/SEM images. This conclusion is additionally supported by
experimental data generated by Stephenson et al. [17], which is based
on volume conservation. To account for this, we create a new Model C.
We do this by adding the following experimentally derived values
taken directly from Stephenson et al. [17] to the carbon-binder domain
of Model A: i) 65% porosity and ii) Li-ion diffusivity or conductivity
of 5% compared to the pore space filled with electrolyte. Accordingly,
Table 1
Volume distribution of the three phases (active material domain, carbon-binder
domain, and pore space domain) and tortuosity values calculated here. The three
Models A, B and C differ in the definition of the carbon-binder domain. In Model A,
the carbon-binder domain is regarded as a solid constituent. In Model B, it is removed
and its volume is added to the pore space domain. In Model C, the carbon-binder
domain is considered as porous material, dividing it into carbon-binder solids and a
nanoporous space that is included to determine the total porosity.

Model A Model B Model C

Volume
distribution

Porosity % 13.1 30.2 24.2
Carbon-binder domain % 17.1 0.0 6.0
Active material domain % 69.8 69.8 69.8

Tortuosity x direction 5.0 1.5 4.2
y direction (through-plane) 11.6 1.8 6.1
z direction 7.6 1.9 5.7
the tortuosity calculation is performed with GeoDict [18] by assigning
diffusivities of D0 (pore space) and 0.05 D0 (carbon-binder domain)
and solving for Dκ

eff. With Eq. (2) and the new total porosity of 24.2%,
we calculate intermediate tortuosity values between 4.2 and 6.1 for
the three spatial directions (Fig. 2b, Table 1). The calculated tortuosity
values for Model C are now consistent with experimental values for
similar (but not identical) Li-ion cathodes obtained previously [17].

4. Conclusion

We calculated tortuosity values for three different variants of the
same 3D representation of a LiCoO2 cathode for a Li-ion battery
which was reconstructed from FIB/SEM images [16]. The three vari-
ants of the same 3D geometrical configuration differ in the model
applied for the carbon-binder domain. On the one hand, replacing
the carbon-binder domain by pore space (Model B) best emulates
the situation when the morphology is reconstructed from imaging
methods that rely on backfilling material and do not differentiate
between the carbon-binder domain and the pore space. Only the
distribution and morphology of the active material domain can be
identified correctly in these approaches. Though the tortuosity results
agree very well with the established Bruggeman coefficient of α≈1.5,
this geometrical variant is least similar to the real morphology of the
cathode as it totally neglects the carbon-binder domain and displays
a much higher porosity.

On the other hand, the geometrical variant which includes only
those pores that can be resolved by FIB/SEM (Model A) leads to very
high tortuosity values.

In order to gain a realistic picture of ion transport pathways, pores
in the carbon-binder domain which are smaller than the resolution
limit should be taken into account. Supported by experimental data,
we suggest a nanoporous carbon-binder domain which leads to inter-
mediate tortuosity values between 4.2 and 6.1. We recommend these
values as being the most realistic for macro-homogeneous models.
Tortuosity values corresponding to Models A and B can be considered
to be legitimate upper and lower bounds to the true average tortuosity
of this porous electrode.

List of symbols
c concentration (mol m−3)
Dκ
eff effective bulk diffusivity (m2 s−1)

D0 free, substance-specific diffusivity (m2 s−1)
α Bruggeman coefficient
γ Bruggeman factor
ε porosity
κ subscript defining spatial direction
τ tortuosity
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